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FRANCIS W. SARGENT
GOVERNOR

TO THE HONORaHLE SENaTE aND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

In accordance witn tne provisions of article LVI of the
aroenctnents to the Constitution, I am returning, herewith.
House Bill No. J467 entitled “aN acT PLaCING THE MaSSaCriUSETTS
MOBILE RaDIO TELEPHONE UTILITY COMPANIES UNDER THE .TURISDICTION
OF THE DEPaRTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES."

If approved by me in its present form, this legislation
would preclude anyone from offering mobile radio telephone
service within tne Commonwealth without a certificate issued by
the Deportment of Public Utilities indicating that "the public
convenience and necessity require such construction, operation,
or extension" of service.

although I believe that the extension of tne power of cer
tifiCation, ana the accompanying supervisory powers, to the
Department would be in the best interests of the customers of
such service, I believe that the bill in its present form is
deficient in two respects.

First or all, it would insert into G.L. c.x59 a ne- section
containing a definition of "authorized service area" -- that
autnorized by the Federal Communications Commission, "provided,
however, tnat the department may authorize a larger authorized
service area for such system upon proof of the existence of
greater radio coverage using generally accepted radio engineering
practices satisfactory to the department". I have been advised
by the attorney General that this language purports to vest juris
diction in the Department of Public Utilities which has been en-
trusted primarily to federal jurisdiction and that, as a result,
"the proviso is a clear violation of tne ‘supremacy clause' of
the United States Constitution, Art. VI."

The proposed section iZD would prevent the Department from
issuing a certificate for the operation of a system in an area
if the system would be in competition witn or duplicate any other
certificated system -- “unless it is determined that the existing
service is inadeguateto meet the needs of the public, and that
the radio utility operating such system is unable to, refuses or
neglects, after hearing on reasonable notice, to provide adequate
service ".
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The practical effect of this provision, in conjunction with that
of the comprehensive grandfather clause", is to severely restrict
the possible entry of other firms into this business within an auth-
orized service area. The mobile radio industry in Massachusetts is
at an early stage of its anticipated growth ana development. I am,
thor efore, not persuoded that now is an appropriate time to place
even more significant hurdles in the path of those who would seek to
compete for a share of the customers in an area vfriich would be served
by a firm or firms certificated under the "grandfather clause". If
this bill were to become in its present form, one seeking to com-
pete in such an area would be precluded from doing so unless a
determination were made that the existing service is both inadequate
ana that the system is unable to, refuses to, or neglects to provide
adequate service. This would place a substantial burden on would-be
competitors. Although a certain service might indeed be "adequate",
that finding, of itself, is no assurance that the public would not
benefit from increased competition between or among a number ot
"adequate" systems. The Commonwealth should not hastily adopt such
a protectionist statute for existing members of an infant industry,
without this provision the deportment could, nevertheless, issue
those certificates it finds warranted by public convenience and
necessity.

In order to eliminate the possibility of conflict with federal
law and to lessen the restrictions on the entry of competition into
authorized areas, I am recommending that House Bill No. J467 be amended

followst-

By striking out in SECTION 1 of the engrossed bill the definition
of "Authorized service area" or "service area" and inserting in place
thereof the following definition:-

"Authorized service area" or "service area", the area defined in
section 21.504 of the United States Federal Conmunications Commission's
Domestic Public Radio Service Rules, describing the limits of the
reliable service area of the base station of a mobile radio utility
system?

and by striking out subsection 12D

lespectfully submitted.
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